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Evidence for high-energy astrophysical PeV neutrinos has been found in the IceCube experiment
from an analysis with a 7.5–year (2010 - 2017) data. Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are among the
most prominent objects in the universe, and are widely speculated to be emitters of ultra-high-energy
(UHE) cosmic rays with proton domination. Based on the standard two-step LLCD mechanism of
particle acceleration, a transformation of energy occurs from AGN’s central super-massive black hole
(SMBH) rotation to high-energy protons. Protons can be accelerated up to ∼ 0.1 EeV energies and
above, and might generate PeV neutrinos in the energy range 1–10 PeV through plausible hadronic
interactions. The theoretically estimated revised extragalactic diffuse muon neutrino flux employing
the ‘luminosity-dependent density evolution (LDDE)’ model for the AGN luminosity function (LF)
is found consistent with the IceCube level if only a fraction, 6.56% of the total bolometric luminosity
(BL) of AGN is being realizable to power the PeV neutrinos. In the Λ CDM cosmological framework
with the LDDE modeled LF and photon index distribution, about 5.18% of the total BL is enough
to power the IceCube neutrinos.
PACS numbers: 98.54.Cm, 98.70.Sa, 95.85.Ry
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The observation of the ultra-high-energy (UHE) astrophysical neutrinos by the IceCube experiment [1] boosted
our theoretical viewpoint to understand their possible
origins. The neutrinos can travel largely unhindered
through the matter and radiation from their sources.
This feature makes them a unique probe that can lead an
observer back to their sources. The observed intensity of
extragalactic gamma rays in the TeV range, is expected
to constrain the UHE neutrino background [2]. However,
the absorption en route of these gamma rays in the extragalactic background light sometimes might overturn
the direct neutrino-gamma ray connection.
The 2010–2017 data set from the IceCube detector altogether contributed a total of five neutrino events nearly
in the 1–10 PeV range [3-5]. These PeV energy neutrinos
have triggered a serious attention among researchers especially with regard to the exploration of their astrophysical origins. Usually, the hadronic interaction processes
like pγ and pp are considered to be in action in different astrophysical sites for the production of these UHE
neutrinos [2,6-8]. The active galactic nuclei (AGN) with
appropriate bolometric luminosities (BLs) are considered
in the present work as probable sources of extragalactic
PeV neutrinos. The accretion disk region is likely to be
the production site of these neutrinos.
In the framework of an alternative particle acceleration mechanism, protons and also electrons are boosted
to UHEs if energy dissipating processes could be ineffective during their acceleration phase in the magnetosphere of AGN [9]. These UHE protons with energies
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∼ 0.1 EeV might generate neutrinos through the pion
photo-production interactions in the accretion disk zone
[10]. Electromagnetic radiation in the UV and soft X-ray
band is very abundant (prad ≫ pgas , the radiation and
gas pressures) in the region of the accretion disk around
AGN. The sufficiently energetic protons follow dominant
photo-pion production leading to the ∆ resonance in the
dense radiative zone. The ∆+ resonance state immediately decays via the following channels:
+

p+γ →∆ →



p + π o → p + 2γ
nπ + → n + e+ + νe + νµ + ν¯µ

(1)

If the above interactions in eq. (1) contribute the PeV
neutrino events, there should be a supply of UHE protons
with energies all the way close to the range ∼ 0.1 EeV
and above. Such protons (also electrons) could indeed
be driven successfully by the AGN through the Landau
damping of centrifugally driven Langmuir waves [9]. The
pumping of rotational energy in the magnetosphere of
AGN into the electric field in the vicinity of the light
cylinder surface efficiently supplies the energy for growing Langmuir waves in the bulk electron-proton plasma.
The excited Langmuir waves then damp on a faster local
proton/electron beam, accelerating them to higher energies [9,11]. The acceleration mechanism is called the
Langmuir-Landau-Centrifugal-Drive (LLCD), has been
applied to accelerate protons and/or electrons in plasmas surrounding the compact objects (AGN and pulsars) [9,12]. We will not look for the estimation of the
predicted gamma ray flux produced simultaneously with
neutrinos from π 0 -decays in the above process because of
their absorption en route from the AGN.
Recalling various acceleration models from earlier
works that were exploited to accelerate protons to UHEs
in AGN, and ultimately led to power neutrinos observed
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by the IceCube experiment. In the widely accepted standard acceleration scenario, protons/cosmic rays are believed to be accelerated by internal and re-collimation
shocks in the relativistic jets of AGN pointing to us [2,1314]. With respect to that standard acceleration mechanism, the recently proposed plausible LLCD acceleration
mechanism [9] acts as an alternative particle acceleration
mechanism in AGN. A little application of an another
acceleration model is found in the literature where protons are accelerated by shocks in the cores of AGN (e.g.
Seyfert galaxies) [15]. Recently in [16], authors introduce the AGN corona acceleration model where protons
are accelerated stochastically in the coronal plasma by
plasma turbulence or magnetic reconnections.
The present work exploits the LLCD mechanism that
pumps efficiently the rotational energy of an AGN into
the particles’ energy. Our main objective in this work,
is to investigate primarily the aftermath of the acceleration era of relativistic protons on the soft photons available in the accretion region of rotating AGN with a view
to predicting the observed diffuse flux of PeV neutrinos.
One should note that the production of PeV neutrinos
in the accretion-disk region by centrifugally accelerated
protons via LLCD was discussed previously in [17]. The
cosmological framework however the former work employed in their calculation for diffuse muon neutrino flux
was outdated. First, their work completely overlooked
the foremost AGN cosmological evolution, and the inclusion of the cosmological constant or dark energy in the
framework of Lambda CDM cosmology. Second, the calculation ignored the effect of the spectral photon index
(Γ) distribution in the number density function of AGN;
f (z, Lb , Γ). With a notable differences from the earlier
work, this work has presented a complete calculation of
the diffuse PeV muon neutrino flux based on the latest
cosmological framework.
We organize the paper as follows: The salient features
of the LLCD mechanism for generating the UHE protons
is revisited in the next section for consistency. In the
third section we estimate the diffuse UHE neutrino flux
from the photohadronic interaction channel employing
the ‘luminosity-dependent density evolution’ model for
the AGN luminosity function (LF) with AGN cosmological evolution, while in the last section, our conclusions
are summarized.

II.

LLCD MECHANISM

It is believed that the AGN are indeed capable of emitting TeV-PeV energy neutrinos, then the energetics calculation of projectiles is obvious and has already been
presented by numerous publications [9,11-13,15, 18-23]
and references therein. We will therefore only provide
a very brief description of the LLCD mechanism in a
standard system like AGN that accelerates protons to
energies close to 0.1 EeV and above [9], and finally leads
to UHE neutrinos in the PeV range through the photo-

hadronic interactions. It is noteworthy to mention that
the recent AGN corona model based on the disk-corona
scenario of AGN can explain only the IceCube detected
neutrinos in the medium-energy range (∼ 10–100 TeV)
[16].
In the first half of the LLCD, the centrifugal acceleration drives the electrostatic Langmuir waves consuming
the central SMBH’s rotational energy via a parametric
two-stream instability with a growth rate [9,11],

ΓGR

√
1
2
3 ω1 ω2 2 3
=
(
) Jµ (b) 3 ,
2
2

(2)

where Jµ is the Bessel’s function, and b = ( ωΩ1 ), and
p
ω1,2 = 4πe2 n1,2 /m1,2 γ1,2 3 is the relativistic plasma frequency [9]. n1,2 and γ1,2 are the number density and the
Lorentz factor connected with the two species i.e. electrons (e− ) and protons (p). Also, m1,2 account their rest
masses and Ω be the angular rate of rotation of AGN’s
central SMBH. The magnitude of the time dependent
centrifugal force that compels the electrostatic waves in
the plasma is different for e− and p, implying γ1 6= γ2 .
It is obvious that inside the light cylinder zone of an
AGN with intense magnetic field (B) the e–p plasma
co-rotates. The plasma number density in this region
is well approximated by the Goldreich-Julian density,
ΩB
nGJ = 2πec
. An arbitrarily chosen allowed set of parameters is taken; the BL of AGN, Lb ∼ 1043 erg s−1 ,
γ1 ∼ 1.6 × 106 , γ2 ∼ 102 for calculating the Langmuir
1
instability time-scale, ΓGR
. The instability time-scale is
found smaller than the kinematic time-scale, ∼ Ω1 . Such
a condition favors the pumping of rotational energy into
Langmuir waves very efficiently in the space.
These waves will impart huge energy to protons by
the final step process of LLCD i.e. the Landau damping
boosted by a feasible Langmuir collapse. On the contrary,
2
−
if the index µ in Jµ (b) 3 is of the order of b or 2ck sinφ
,
Ω
the Langmuir modes have phase velocities for waves exceeding the speed of light corresponding to phase difference, φ− > π6 [9,24]. In this unstable Langmuir modes
there are no protons available in the magnetosphere with
such speeds, and hence the Langmuir waves will not execute Landau damp anymore.
In [25], authors found in their calculation that in the
region with r < Rlc (Rlc = Ωc being the light cylinder
radius), the Langmuir waves do not collapse while leaving the magnetospheric region. But, outside the magnetosphere i.e. r > Rlc , the effects of black hole’s rotation/magnetic field upon the plasma kinematics will die
out. Instead, the accretion processes solely maintain the
particle density in the region. Assuming a spherically
symmetric accretion, the estimated proton number density in the region following [9], is
n=

Lb
Lb
−3
5
.
2 ≈ 6.3 × 10 ( 1042 erg s−1 ) cm
4ηc πmp c2 vRlc
(3)
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We have used γ2 ≈ 100 and ηc = 0.1 (only 10% of the
rest mass energy of accretion matter was assumed to give
emission). Furthermore, the high frequency pressure parameter, Pf ∝ |E|2 scales as 1l inside the magnetosphere
because the strong magnetic field regulates particles to
move along 1-dimensional space [25]. But the thermal
pressure varies as, Pth ∝ l12 , in the region and rises faster
than Pf . This behavior envisages the Langmuir collapse
not to develop inside the magnetosphere. Outside the
magnetosphere, however the Pf varies as l13 and takes
over Pth , ensuring the Langmuir collapse to occur.
In [25-26], using Pf and Pth , and approximate solutions
of hydrodynamic equations outside the magnetosphere,
the dynamic electrostatic field energy was estimated to
|WE |2 ≈ |E0 |2 (

t0 2
) ,
t0 − t

(4)

where t0 is the time required for complete collapse of
the cavern and E0 measures the initial electric field. The
caverns are low-density regions, developed from nonlinear
instability by the Langmuir turbulence [26]. The sudden
rise of the electric field resulting from the dominant pressure component, Pf , inside the cavern will pull the protons from this space, and efficiently transferring energy
from the amplified electrostatic waves to these protons
via Langmuir collapse [9].
A.

Proton and neutrino energies

As a consequence of the final step of the LLCD, the
protons are accelerated to desired energy as follows [9],
ǫp ≈

ne2
∆r5 (eV ).
4π 2 λ3D

(5)

where λD is the Debye length and ∆r is a narrow
length-scale region in the vicinity of the light cylinder.
Rlc
Lb
Taking ∆r ≈ 2γ
and L43 ≡ (1043 erg
s−1 ) , and also
p
14
Rlc,8 ≈ 3 × 10 M8 cm, the above equation reduces to
ǫp ≈ 1.14×1017 ×(

f 3 102 5 L43 5/2
) ×(
) ×(
)
(eV ), (6)
10−3
γp
M8

where f = δn
n0 is the initial number density perturbation, and we have chosen ηc ≈ 0.1 and a ≈ 0.1 whenever
required.
Here, we assume that each PeV neutrino could receive
≈ 4% on the average of the energy of the proton via the
reaction channel in eq. (1) [27].
Eν ≈ 0.04Ep ≈ 2(P eV ) ǫp,17 [2/(1 + z)].

European Space Agency directly suggest the existence of
a possible large sample of high z AGN with z > 5 [28-29].
We, therefore set zmax ≈ 6 in this work.
We should note here that the protons kinetic (flux) luminosity Lk,p cannot exceed the Lb of AGN. It is therefore obvious that, Lk,p < Lb and hence the ratio of
Lk,p
Lb = ηk has to be smaller than 1. The interaction
probability of pγ processes in the accretion region would
modify the efficiency of transformation of the Lk,p to generate UHE neutrinos. Thus, one more parameter (ξpγ )
has been introduced in order to account the photopion
production efficiency of UHE protons with x-ray target
photons [16,30]. The parameter ξpγ actually accounts
how much fraction of proton’s energy carried by pions in
the process. For UHE protons with energies ∼ 0.1 EeV,
the pγ process is dominant one over the pp process [31].
B.

Possible energy loss scenario by protons

It is known that the parametric pumping of Langmuir
waves is a highly efficient process. The second step i.e.
Langmuir collapse is equally also a fast energy transferring process in systems like AGN. In [25], the initial instability time-scale for Langmuir collapse was measured,
and they got a much smaller value compared to the kinematic time-scale ( 2π
Ω ). On the other hand, the instability
time-scale for Langmuir collapse is comparable to the instability time-scale for Langmuir growth. Very briefly, we
will now look upon the possible energy loss mechanisms
in the LLCD that may impose significant constraints, if
any, during the energy transfer stage to protons [24].
The most abundant synchrotron loss mechanism does
not affect the continuous energy acquiring mode of protons. In the synchrotron process, the protons could lose
their transverse momenta and slide along the magnetic
field lines just after their transit to the ground Landau
level. In addition, the cooling time-scale of the inverse
Compton scattering (ICS) by protons is a continuously
increasing (or slow process) function of ǫp . The ICS
mechanism, thus, does not have any role to prevent the
LLCD energy transferring. The next possible energy loss
process is the curvature radiation, the cooling time-scale
of the mechanism in this environment takes much higher
values than the overall acceleration time-scale (acceleration or instability timescale is ∼ 10−4 s [9,11]) and,
hence does not interfere notably with the energy transfer
process. In the LLCD model the cooling time-scales of
pp scattering and Bethe-Heitler (BH) pair production on
disk photons do not have noticeable effect to inhibit protons for exceeding photomeson production energies [16].

(7)

Here, ǫp = ǫp,17 (1017 eV ), being the proton energy in
the cosmic rest frame and z is the gravitational red-shift
of the source. This work includes all AGN in the red shift
interval, 0.002 < z ≤ 6 with BLs in a certain range. The
very wide and deep field X-ray surveys by Chandra, and

III.

DIFFUSE NEUTRINO AND GAMMA RAY
FLUXES

The relativistic protons originating from the close
vicinity of the light cylinder of an AGN interact with
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the x-ray photons present in the accretion disk region
described in eq. (1). These processes will lead to the generation of PeV neutrinos and gamma rays. Roughly for
every UHE muon neutrino-antineutrino pair generation,
there are four twin gamma-ray photons when a significant number of pγ reactions proceed. Such a variation in
the particle numbers arises from the difference between
the charge-changing reaction time ( 31 rd) and the chargeunchanging time ( 23 rd) in the possible decay channels of
∆+ state. We shall count this effect to the UHE fluxes of
muon neutrinos by the parameter χr in the upcoming eq.
(20). Then according to the eq. (7), each neutrino will
4
PeV from
carry an amount of energy, Eν ≈ ǫp,17 (1+z)
an AGN in the appropriate luminosity range. As the
charge-unchanging decay mode of ∆+ is more frequent
(doubled) than the other channel, each twin gamma-ray
photon should therefore carry relatively higher energy
compared to a neutrino from the proton via π 0 decay at
least in the vicinity of production sites [8]. We do not
calculate the diffuse gamma ray flux here because a large
fraction of produced PeV gamma rays from the distant
AGN in particular, couldn’t reach the Earth due to absorption en route.
Now, the UHE neutrino flux produced in photohadronic interactions, and subsequent decays, can be estimated theoretically. The UHE neutrino flux (Eν 2 Φν )
reported by the IceCube experiment in [4,32-33] ranges
from ∼ 10−9 to ∼ 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 corresponding
to Eν in the interval ∼ 0.1–10 PeV. The UHE proton flux
coming out of an AGN in terms of cosmic scale factors
R in the Robertson-Walker metric (in the Friedmann or
FRW cosmological approach) [34] is given by
Φp =

Lk,p R2 (t1 )
ξpγ ηk Lb R2 (t1 )
≡
,
4πR4 (t0 )r1 2
4πR4 (t0 )r1 2

(8)

where t0 accounts the time when the UHE protons
will reach the detector location. The other parameter t1
is the time when these protons left the AGN, and r1 is
the corresponding radial distance of the source at that
moment.
Conventionally, the redshift parameter is expressed in
terms of the ratio between the scale factors as [34],
R(t0 )
z=
− 1.
R(t1 )

(9)

Putting eq. (9) in (8) and after rearrangement of different parameters in the equation, it gives the flux in
terms of z as
Φp (Lb ) =

ξpγ ηk Lb

2.

4πR2 (t0 )r1 2 (1 + z)

between Lb and Lb + dLb at redshift z or time t1 [34].
Finally, the UHE flux of protons contributed by all the
AGN from distances in the range, r1 : r1 + dr1 with luminosities between Lb : Lb + dLb is
dΦp,d = 4πΦp (Lb )R2 (t1 )r1 2 f (t1 /z, Lb)|dt1 |

dLb
,
L∗

(11)

where L∗ is called the break luminosity.
A.

Luminosity-dependent density evolution
(LDDE) model for f (z, Lb )

Here, we will describe the cosmological evolution of
AGN by taking a formulation for the AGN LF, given
in the eq. (11). The systematic analysis of Chandra
Deep Field North (CDFN) [35-36] and South (CDFS)
[37] X-ray surveys (> 2 keV) advocated that the X-ray
luminosity function (XLF) of AGN could be well represented with the luminosity-dependent density evolution
(LDDE) model [38-40]. As per the LDDE model, the well
represented XLF of AGN at a given z is defined using a
double power-law LF multiplied a luminosity-dependent
evolution term as [29,41]
f (z, Lb ) =

L b γ1
[( L
)
∗

A∗
e(z, Lb ),
L b γ2
+ (L
) ]
∗

(12)

The slopes below and above the break luminosity L∗
are denoted by γ1 and γ2 in the above. The evolution
function is given by

p
 (1 + z) 1 ; [z ≤ zc1p(Lb )]
2
1+z
e(z, Lb ) = (1 + zc1 )p1 ( 1+zc1 ) ; [zc1 (Lb ) < z ≤ zc2 ]

p1 1+zc2 p2 1+z p3
(1 + zc1 ) ( 1+zc1 ) ( 1+zc2 ) ; [z > zc2 ]
(13)
In the above, p1 to p2 denote the evolution index range
corresponding to the cut-off redshift zc1 , while zc2 follows
the change from p2 to p3 . These redshift cut-offs actually
correspond to the redshift where the luminosity evolution
changes signs. The luminosity dependence of the index
p1 is expressed in [42] as
p1 (Lb ) = p∗1 + β1 (logLb − logLp ).

(14)

The cut-off redshifts in terms of luminosity limits are
zc1 (Lb ) and zc2 (Lb ) below and above the luminosity
thresholds, La1 and La2 , are given by:
 ∗ Lb α
zc1 ( La1 ) 1 ; [Lb ≤ La1 ]
(15)
zc1 (Lb ) =
∗
zc1
; [Lb > La1 ]

(10)

Now, we introduce a power-law modeled LF in the local universe by f(z, Lb ), that actually estimates the number density of AGN (i.e the comoving density of AGN in
some interval of luminosity) [34]. Here, f(z, Lb )dLb gives
the number of AGN per unit volume with luminosities

zc2 (Lb ) =



∗
b
zc2
( LLa2
)α2 ; [Lb ≤ La2 ]
∗
zc2 ; [Lb > La2 ]

(16)

A good number of best-fit free parameters and their
values over the redshift range 0.002–6 adopting the
LDDE model to the XLF of hard X-ray CDF survey are
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Parameters
Values
A∗
3.20 ± 0.08c
γ1
0.96 ± 0.04
γ2
2.71 ± 0.09
p1
3.71
p2
−1.5
p3
−6.2
p∗1
4.78 ± 0.06
∗
zc1
1.86 ± 0.07
∗
zc2
3.0
α1
0.29 ± 0.02
α2
−0.1
β1
0.84 ± 0.18
logL∗
43.97 ± 0.06
logLa1
44.61 ± 0.07
logLa2
44.0
logLp
44.0
c

In 10−6 h367.8 Mpc−3 units; h67.8 ≈ 1.

TABLE I: Summary of the best fitted model parameters for XLF in the (2-10) keV x-ray band [29].

listed in Table 1 [29,43]. The luminosity dependent p1
parameter has been taken from a linear fit in the range
log42–log44.5.
Recalling eq. (11) and using eq. (9) and (10), and
c
|dt1 | = H0 (1+z)
5/2 dz in it.
dΦp,d =

cξpγ ηk f (z, Lb )dLb dz
.
(1 + z)13/2 H0 L∗

(17)

Now inserting the XLF i.e. eq. (12) in eq. (17), the
diffuse flux of UHE protons is given by

zc2 (Lb ) ≈ 3.61. We take all the useful parameters from
the Table 1, and also use eq. (15) to (16) with Lb ≈ 1042
to calculate zc1 (Lb ) and Lb ≈ 1043 for zc2 (Lb ) (also
followed f (in Mpc−3 ) versus z curves, in [29]). Hence,
R e(z,Lb )dz
I = (1+z)
13/2 = I1 + I2 + I3 ,
where, R
p1
0.534
dz
≈ 0.294;
I1 = 0.002 (1+z)
(1+z)13/2
I2 =
I3 =

Φp,d =

cA∗ ξpγ ηk
4πH0 L∗

Z

Lb dLb
L b γ2
+ (L
) ]
∗

L b γ1
)
[( L
∗

Z

e(z, Lb )dz
(1 + z)13/2
(18)

in erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .
The luminosity integral is solved numerically corresponding to the luminosity limits of considered AGN in
the work. It is already mentioned that the evolution of
the LF takes place over the range ∼ 0 ≤ z ≤ 6. We have
used this upper limit for zmax in our calculation. From
the eq. (7), we can further ascertain that protons generated via LLCD should gain energies at least in the range
ǫp,17 ≈ 0.25–17.5 , for obtaining IceCube neutrinos in the
energy range 1.004–10 PeV. These protons require a luminosity in the range: Lmin –Lmax ≈ (0.545–2.98) × 1043
erg s−1 . These limits for Lb has yielded:
Z

Lmax

Lmin

Lb dLb
≈ 2 × 1087
L b γ2
L b γ1
+
(
]
)
)
[( L
L∗
∗

in (erg s−1 )2 .
There are three parts in the redshift integral corresponding to three redshift ranges: 0.002–zc1(Lb );
zc1 (Lb )–zc2 (Lb ); zc2 (Lb )–6, with zc1 (Lb ) ≈ 0.534;

R 3.61

p2

1+z
(1+zc1 )p1 ( 1+z
)

0.534

R6

3.61

c1
(1+z)13/2

dz

≈ 0.0663;

p
p
1+z
1+z
(1+zc1 )p1 ( 1+zc2 ) 2 ( 1+z
) 3 dz
c1
c2
(1+z)13/2

≈ 1.32 × 10−5 .

The derived flux of UHE protons with above values of
integrals, I1 , I2 and I3 is
86
Φp,d ≈ 7.2+1.81
×
−1.41 × 10

cA∗ ξpγ ηk
4πH0 L∗

(19)

in erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .
Hence, the muon neutrino flux contributed by all
the AGN with z = 0.002–6 and Lb = (0.545–2.98) ×
1043 erg s−1 is
89
Φνµ /γ ≈ 4.46+1.12
×
−0.87 × 10

cA∗ ξpγ ηk χr χo
4πH0 L∗

(20)

in GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .
The parameter χr takes 23 for the calculation of muon
neutrino flux [7]. The final products of neutrino flavors
maintain the conversion as; νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0
near the production site but suffers a transition (resulting
from maximal mixing of νµ and ντ due to neutrino oscillations) into, νe : νµ : ντ ≈ 1 : 1 : 1 at the observation point
[44-45]. Hence, χo = 21 is appropriate for muon neutrinos.
The photopion production efficiency in the energy range
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ǫp ∼ 1016 –1018 is expected to be ξpγ ≈ 0.20 [14,30] corresponding to considered luminosity limits of AGN here.
We take Hubble’s constant, H0 ≈ 67.8 km s−1 Mpc−1
[46-47].
Taking data from the Table 1, and using other relevant
parameters available in the paper, the PeV muon neutrino flux resulting from the theory with the LDDE model
−8
for the XLF, is 3.98+0.46
ηk in GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .
−0.38 × 10
B. Luminosity-dependent density evolution
(LDDE) model with photon index distribution:
f (z, Lb , Γ)

Up till now, we have employed the FRW cosmological framework that did not include the cosmological constant (Λ) yet. It has been studied later that the presence of the Λ in the FRW model (also, called Lambda
CDM model) has played an important role in the study
of the universe. For the cosmology, we take the parameters (Ωm , ΩΛ ) = (0.3, 0.7) in the calculation of the diffuse
flux of muon neutrinos. Starting from eq. (18) and using
the standard ΛCDM cosmological framework, the diffuse muon neutrino flux contributed by all the AGN in
the universe at z = 0.002–6 is given by
Φνµ /γ

cA∗ ξpγ ηk χr χo
=
IL Iz IΓ
4πH0 L∗

(21)

where,
IL =
Iz =
IΓ =

R Lmax

Lb dLb
Lmin [( Lb )γ1 +( Lb )γ2 ] ;
L∗
L∗

R zmax

e(z,Lb )dz
;
zmin (1+z)5 [Ωm (1+z)3 +ΩΛ ]1/2

R Γmax
Γmin

dN
dΓ dΓ.

We have used,

dt1
dz

=

c
H0 (1+z)[Ωm (1+z)3 +ΩΛ ]1/2

in the

above. The first integral has already been evaluated
above and its value is ≈ 2 × 1087 in (erg s−1 )2 . Following
the eq. (13), the integral Iz is a sum of three integrals
maintaining three different ranges of redshift limits as before but having different integrands. We have evaluated
them numerically and their sum is Iz = I1 + I2 + I3 ≈
0.4555. In IΓ , the function dN
dΓ describes the photon index distribution and is assumed to be free from z. In
[29,48], it was modeled as a Gaussian function:
(Γ − µ)2
dN
1
√ exp[−
=
]
dΓ
2σΓ2
σΓ 2π

(22)

where µ and σΓ have values 1.88 and 0.15, obtained
from the best fitting of the spectra of the Swift/BAT
sample with the Γ range; Γmin = 1.40 and Γmax = 2.35
[29,49]. Using these limits and best fit parameters to the
integral of the distribution of photon index, the IΓ yields
a value ≈ 0.9984.

Using eq. (21), the derived diffuse PeV muon neutrino
flux from all the AGN is
−8
ηk
Φνµ /γ ≈ 5.03+0.58
−0.48 × 10

(23)

in GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .

C.

Constraints on BL by the IceCube limit on
measured neutrino flux

The IceCube neutrino flux obeys a best-fit power
law as, is Jν (Eν ) = Eν 2 Φν (Eν ) ≈ (2.2 ± 0.8) ×
ν
)−0.91 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 [50]. We can de10−8 ( 0.1EPeV
scribe the energy spectra of neutrinos by Jν (Eν )dEν =
Eν dNν , where dNν = Φν (Eν )dEν , being the number of
neutrinos in the energy interval, Eν :Eν +dEν . The diffuse
flux of muon neutrinos observed at Earth in the energy
range, ≈ 1–10 PeV could be [50]
Φνµ ,d =

Z

10
1

Eν −1 Jν (Eν )dEν ≈ (2.61 ± 0.95) × 10−9
(24)

in GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 .
The calculated extragalactic muon neutrino flux may
lead to constrain on the percentage of conversion of the
BL to power the IceCube’s measured PeV muon neutrino
flux. For the LDDE modeled XLF, it is found that the
model predicted flux could give the IceCube measured
PeV neutrino flux per flavor if ηk takes a value ≈ 6.56%.
Finally, exploiting the Λ CDM cosmology along with the
photon index distribution in the LDDE modeled XLF,
the factor ηk becomes ≈ 5.18%.
In the accretion disk region, UHE gamma rays proceed
via the following channel: p + γsoft → π 0 → γγ → e+ e− .
The optical depth in the radiation field is least along the
axis of the accretion disk, TeV gamma rays (converted
from PeV gamma rays due to internal γγ annihilation)
and a tiny fraction of PeV gamma rays may escape along
the disk axis [51].
The fraction of the PeV gamma rays that can escape
from the AGN along its accretion disk axis, could not survive against strong absorption caused by the extragalactic background radiations. Their cosmological distances
make them impossible to reach at Earth. For gamma
rays with energies, ≥ 1 PeV, the interaction mean free
path due to e+ e− production on CMB is ≥ 10 kpc only
[52]. In agreement with the above conjecture, no extragalactic PeV gamma rays or gamma ray sources (AGN)
are going to be detected in future [53].
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have investigated the generation of PeV neutrinos ever detected through a specific photohadronic interaction channel in the vicinity of
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AGN’s SMBH. A brief summary of our conclusions is the
following.
We have highlighted some salient features of the LLCD
mechanism in connection with the acceleration of protons
in the magnetospheric plasma of AGNs. Acceleration of
protons proceeds via two successive steps: i. Langmuir
waves are generated due to electrostatic field caused by
the black hole’s rotation and ii. a systematic collapse of
Langmuir waves on the local beam of relativistic protons
leading to their further acceleration in the vicinity of the
light cylinder.
If protons reach to a medium energy, ∼ 0.1 EeV in
the magnetosphere of AGN, they interact with enough
target photons (soft X-ray and UV radiation fields) in the
accretion disk region of the AGN, producing neutrinos
with energies in the range 1–10 PeV.
The estimated diffuse muon neutrino flux using the
Λ-CDM cosmology for the AGN LF is found consistent
with one that has been predicted by erstwhile standard
FRW cosmology with AGN cosmological evolution. Corresponding to these two scenarios about 6.56% and 5.18%
of the total BL of all considered AGN are just enough to
interpret the PeV energy neutrino flux observed by IceCube. A single-power law LF without the AGN cosmological evolution, a recent computation based on LLCD
found a small fraction ≈ 0.003% of the total BL to power
the IceCube’s PeV neutrinos.
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